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Abstract: Community governance is the most basic level of national governance. Innovating 
community governance system is an important part of promoting the modernization of national 
governance. It is the current and future trend of our society to promote the refinement of community 
governance. Community-level Party building leads social governance, and is a major innovation in 
the concept, system and mode of social governance that meets the development requirements of the 
new era. At present, social organizations intervene in community governance by providing services 
to the community and flexible governance from an advantageous perspective. Zhonglou District of 
Changzhou has explored the path of party building of social organizations from the aspects of 
ideological understanding, working methods, management system, guarantee mechanism, talent 
team, and party building model, which has reference significance for promoting party building and 
leading social organizations to participate in grassroots governance. 

1. Introduction 
As an important part of party building in the new era, social organization party building is the 

link between political parties and social organizations, as well as the bridge to integrate the country 
and the society.[1]The focus of social governance is at the grass-roots level, and the difficulties are 
also at the grass-roots level. Community-level governance guided by Party building is the main line 
and direction of China's social governance in the new era.To strengthen the party building of social 
organizations, ensure the correct development direction of social organizations, and guide social 
organizations to actively integrate into the community governance system under the leadership of 
Party organizations to help improve the standard level of community governance is the embodiment 
of the governance value of “people-centered” in the new stage of development. Grassroots 
governance is not just simply maintaining social order and response to the needs of the people's 
livelihood, but to put the party's basic line, important conference spirit, the guidelines and policies 
and national development strategy and implement to let people know, understand and support at the 
grass-roots level, is to adhere to the leadership of the party and ruling for the people, the people's 
supreme concept into the whole process of grassroots governance full cycle complete. 

2. Requirements and Objectives of Party Building Innovation of Social Organizations under 
the Background of Refined Community Governance 

Urban and rural communities are the basic units of social governance and the living homes of 
urban and rural residents. Epidemic prevention and control, elevator installation, community 
renovation, garbage classification, environment beautification, home-based care, contradiction 
mediation, parking space negotiation, space design, residents mobilization, corridor renovation, pet 
raising and other “small matters” in the community are all “big events” that are related to building a 
social governance pattern of joint construction, governance and sharing. To deepen and improve the 
governance of urban residential areas, we need to deepen the precision of urban governance and the 
precision of services. We need to promote the extension of urban and rural community development 
governance to the periphery of urban governance, and we need to make urban governance more 
refined and precise, as well as professional and social services. Therefore, the party building of 
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social organizations is the bridge and link to strengthen the connection between the Party and social 
organizations, and the party organization of social organizations is also the external interface of 
integrating multi-community resources to carry out the party building community construction. The 
party construction of social organizations can lead social organizations to assist in the mediation of 
community conflicts, and play a professional role in the mediation of property disputes, family 
disputes, neighborhood disputes and the resolution of letters and visits. 

3. Bell Tower Practice and Experience of Social Organization Party Building Innovation under 
the Background of Refined Community Governance 

3.1Build the “Spark Party construction pilot Station” with the party construction work Law of 
“12345” to consolidate the red position of party construction of social organizations in Zhonglou 
District 

The party construction of social organizations is an important measure to cover the party 
organizations and work in the new social organizations, to guide the political development direction 
of social organizations in the form of political embedding, to enhance the resource acquisition 
ability of social organizations and to strengthen the internal management ability of social 
organizations.[2]To solve the problem of institutional construction of the party construction of 
social organization, standardization management of the “short board”, break the “fundamental” 
problems of the party construction of social organizations, namely, to establish party organizations, 
party branch work development and the party members' work hard, in recent years, the clock tower 
district civil affairs bureau by ramming party positions, activate the party building engines, explore 
new models of “party building and public welfare” to “three take the lead in exploring” formed 
“one over, double hatching, trilogy, four, five” “12345” social organization with the characteristic 
of the clock tower party construction new method. We will make breakthroughs in the five aspects 
of party building philosophy, thinking, method, mechanism and content of social organizations. The 
city took the lead in building the party building position of social organizations -- “Spark Party 
building Pilot Station”, and promoted the institutionalized, standardized and specialized 
development of the party building work of social organizations in the whole region; In social 
organization party building concept, idea, method, mechanism, content and so on five aspects 
breakthrough, joint party branch was the first to establish a social organization, to establish “social 
organization with the party go, strive to achieve new era” of the ideological guidance, the origin and 
development, and combing the social organization built exhibition hall, the development of social 
organizations, excitation source various social organizations of public welfare and public value 
highly identity; We will take the lead in establishing a group of think tanks for social work experts, 
and select a group of university experts, community secretaries, social workers and other social 
work talents to serve as party building instructors for district social organizations. 

3.1 Innovate the Thinking of “Party Building +” of Social Organizations and Build a “Flat” 
Social Mobilization System with the “Synergy of Four Forces” 

In practice, the new type of social organizations carry out party building mainly by means of 
administrative promotion. Party committees, organizational departments, civil affairs departments 
and even competent business departments at all levels, with the help of political and administrative 
power, play a leading role in promoting the establishment of organizations[3].To ensure the CPC's 
vitality and strength, primary-level Party organizations should exercise political leadership, 
ideological guidance, mass organization and social appeal. Zhonglou District social organization 
“Spark Party Construction pilot Station” insists on strengthening the foundation and promoting the 
construction of “four forces”, promoting the mutual promotion and progress of social organization 
party construction work and business development simultaneously. If an organization wants to 
obtain more resources, it needs to deal with the exchange of resources with external organizations, 
such as service objects, governments, partners, etc.[4]In recent years, the clock tower area social 
organization “xinghuo” party building pilot station with “party building and public welfare”, “party 
+ project”, “party building and business”, “party + endowment”, “party + service”, “party + 
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innovation”, “party construction and supervision”, and communities in building to improve the 
management mechanism, the incubation platform, strengthen personnel training, cultivating 
advanced typical, make party think-tank, innovation community governance as the core of the 
working mechanism of “six integration”. Bell tower area social organization “xinghuo” party 
building pilot station to encourage district social organizations through the “circle of party building” 
acquaintances “circle” interest margin circle, side of industry circle, structures, interweave the 
social network, the construction of diversified social forces to widely participate in community 
governance, voluntary service and mass mobilization system response and makes the watchman 
holds the community “friends”. Such as bell tower area social organizations to tianfu volunteer 
service center to “party building leads, voluntary, mutual help and consultation work” as the service 
concept, relying on volunteers management system “the time bank”, build the community party 
building alliance linking regional resources, continue to promote “volunteer team construction, the 
construction of community platform, home health system construction, construction of community 
work” four big goals, organize community residents to carry out “neighborhood guardian, medical 
assistance, pair keep fusion, work development” and other kinds of help community neighborhood 
harmony of public welfare activities and community talent training plan, improve community 
residents self management, self education, self service and self supervise ability of autonomy. 

3.2 Strengthen the Vitality of Party Building in Social Organizations with the “Five Teams”, 
and Stimulate the “New Driving Force” of Refined Community Governance 

The working ability of party workers in social organizations affects the quality and efficiency of 
party building work. Strengthening the construction of party workers in social organizations is not 
only an urgent matter of the moment, but also a great plan for long-term development. Zhonglou 
District Social Organization Party Construction Guidance Center insists on taking social 
organization Party construction work as a “red line” throughout the training of social workers, and 
innovates the carrier of social organization Party construction in the form of themed Party day, 
public welfare venture, special education, business promotion, work exchange, outside visits, Party 
member salons, financial training and other forms. Through strengthening hatch social 
organizations, party organizations, hatch, secretary of the party organization, social work “four 
hatching” function of party members, with “strong party spirit training, community service is strong, 
strong cohesion, strong demonstration effect, strong business” as the goal to build a bell tower area 
social organization contingent of party branch secretaries of party members, social organizations, 
social worker, social organization party liaison team backbone team of social workers, social 
organization, social group party think-tank team, such as “five teams”. In the process of social 
organization party construction practice, the social organization is good at the advantage into play 
and professional service into the party construction practice, the grass-roots party construction in 
practice to obtain the successful experience of typical demonstration effect, such as excellent party 
member) integrated into the organizational culture construction, explore the social organization of 
professional service advantages and mechanism of the party's cutting edge exemplary role for the 
organic combination[5].At present, a number of vanguard members of social organizations, party 
branch secretaries and backbone social workers have emerged, such as Wu CAI, “Yi Xiu Ge” and 
Cha Wenying, “Pathfinder” for community construction. Encourages social organizations at the 
same time the party members' entrepreneurship “sail” action, the clock tower area center, service 
development, social organizations, lotus pond street Westwood street east, the block party member 
venture base, adai village social organization service base was named area party member pioneers 
such as base, “a bag of travel”, “the dilemma of wing childhood - the same year child development 
support plan” and other excellent demonstration project for changzhou municipal party committee 
organization department.” Party construction + public welfare + business” helps social 
organizations in Zhonglou District to become the main force of embedded community governance. 
At present, more than 1,100 social organizations in Changzhou Zhonglou District have gradually 
grown into “think tanks” for the propaganda of party and government policies, “adhesive” for 
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promoting social harmony, and pacesitators for serving grassroots people and participating in social 
governance innovation. 

Third, under the new development concept of social organization party construction innovation 
countermeasures and thinking 

The essence of party building in social organizations is to expand the influence and appeal of the 
Party in social organizations and grass-roots masses through the extension of party organization 
network and its effective operation.2021 is an important historical moment for the 100th 
anniversary of the Founding of the Communist Party of China (CPC) and the first year of the 14th 
Five-Year Plan. The main theme of the fifth Plenary Session of the 19th CPC Central Committee to 
be held in October 2020 will be the formulation of the 14th Five-Year Plan for National economic 
and social development and the long-term goals for 2035, drawing a blueprint for China's 
development in the next five or 15 years. Facing the development of a global outbreak of a new era 
of profound changes, as well as the prevention and control under the background of normalized 
community governance is a new phenomenon, new requirements, new problems, and social 
organization party construction work should adhere to the “innovation, coordination, green, open, 
sharing” new development concept as the guidance, crack development problem, development 
advantages, strengthen the integration of community resources, mobilize the community artist, 
cultivate backbone, link network, innovation communities project, in the realization of governance 
and social adjustment, play a role of link in the process of benign interaction between residents 
autonomy. In order to further stimulate the vigor of fine social organizations to participate in 
community governance and endogenous power, clock tower area social service development center 
will be organized around “explore at community gear upgrades in establishing and perfecting 
community resource integration mechanism” as the theme of the experimental area construction 
goal, innovative break traditional service content (public welfare charity, service life, style action 
classes, conflict mediation class) to differentiate the practice of social organization type, Around the 
community party building combined constructing, grassroots autonomous dynamic excitation, 
community cadre training class scene, community governance, community resources links of 
supply and demand, and community development priority support, democratic consultation to 
promote community issues within the jurisdiction of a new architecture types such as professional 
social organization system, makes every effort to solve the community resource fragmentation, 
single form of party construction, various main problems such as insufficient participation, resource 
integration mechanism is not sound, provides good safeguard for sustainable development of 
community governance. Zhonglou District social organization “Spark Party Construction pilot 
Station” will consolidate the party's political construction as the core, with the goal of improving 
business capacity, promote the district social organization to realize the community governance role 
transformation from “service provider” to “model builder, support and guidance party, resource link 
party”. Boost social organization the “smart” wisdom “in modern science and technology means,” 
to make good use of “government purchase of public services,” the best “integration regions the 
ground resource, human,” with “advocacy group and condense the new medium of the masses, is 
responsible for the implementation of the organization of social commonweal project to take root” 
blossom “, promote the formation of the community consultative democracy and autonomy work 
and community civilization degree of ascension. 
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